
RUG COLLECTION





Introducing the Darren Palmer Rug Collection, a premium range 

curated by leading Australian Interior Designer, Darren Palmer. 

Aesthetically beautiful yet highly functional, each piece within 

Darrenʼs timeless collection is inspired by the beauty of the 

Australian landscape, flora and fauna. Immerse yourself in 

soothing curves, rich textures and earthy hues.

Scan to view 
the range





Zen

Calming curves accentuated 

with a high and low pile, the 

Darren Palmer Zen rug will 

add peace and tranquillity 

wherever it lies. Hand tufted 

in India with creamy wool 

rich yarn, Zen has a dense 

25mm pile. The exquisite 

texture and ultra soft finish 

is a delight to the senses and 

will elevate any setting. 

60% Wool 

40% Viscose 

225 x 155cm 
290 x 200cm 
330 x 240cm

WHITE





Travertine

The ultimate in elegance, the 

Darren Palmer Travertine rug 

in Brown will elevate your 

space. Lovingly hand knotted 

in India from 100% Wool, 

each bespoke piece features 

a delicate fringe and abstract 

weave of cream and brown 

hues. Enjoy the comfort of 

a dense, 15mm pile and the 

softest underfoot feels with 

the Travertine Brown rug.

100% Wool

BROWN

225 x 155cm 
290 x 200cm 
330 x 240cm





225 x 155cm 
290 x 200cm 
330 x 240cm

Travertine

The ultimate in elegance, 

the Darren Palmer Travertine 

rug in Silver will elevate your 

space. Lovingly hand knotted 

in India from 100% Wool, 

each bespoke piece features 

a delicate fringe and abstract 

weave of cream and silver 

hues. Enjoy the comfort of 

a dense, 15mm pile and the 

softest underfoot feels with 

the Travertine Silver rug. 

100% Wool

SILVER





Paperbark

Reminiscent of the Australian 

Paper Bark tree, the Darren 

Palmer Paper Bark rug is 

a texture lovers dream. 

Comprising of a wool rich 

yarn, hand woven in gentle 

neutral tones, the Paper Bark 

rug is sophisticated, versatile 

and breathtakingly beautiful. 

OATMEAL

49% Wool

22% Cotton

17% Polyester

12% Viscose 

225 x 155cm 
290 x 200cm 
330 x 240cm





Earth

Masterfully constructed with 

the perfect balance of natural 

jute, cotton and wool, the 

Darren Palmer Earth rug is 

both grounding and stylish. 

A celebration of natural 

elements, the Earth rug has 

a delicate white geometric 

design on a jute base. Hand 

loomed in India by skilled 

artisans, these rugs are eco-

friendly and sustainable.

NATURAL

50% Jute

40% Cotton

10% Wool

225 x 155cm 
290 x 200cm 
330 x 240cm





Bedrock

Celebrate indoors or outdoors 

with the Darren Palmer 

Bedrock rug. Handwoven with 

robust polyester yarn in a 

neutral palette, the Bedrock 

rug is perfectly suited to 

high traffic areas or covered 

outdoor spaces. The robust 

construction is low shed, 

durable and easy to clean 

making it as functional as 

it is beautiful.

100% Polyester

GREY

225 x 155cm 
290 x 200cm 
330 x 240cm



DP • ZEN WHITE

DP • PAPERBARK OATMEAL

DP • TRAVERTINE BROWN

DP • EARTH NATURAL

DP • TRAVERTINE SILVER

DP • BEDROCK GREY
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